Zapper FAQ
You may have requested additional information about the zapper. We
are following up with this information.
1. Does the zapper have a program key?
No. Our zapper does not have “program keys”. Our zappers use the plate
zapping method instead - the original method. In case you are interested, Dr.
Clark never used zappers with “program keys”. She was strictly against those.
The frequency created from “program keys” is different from “plate zapping”. She
never used zappers that used program keys.
2. Why is our zapper 33 kHz?
This is the best frequency. Dr. Clark stated that any current between 30 and 33
kHz was what she wanted.
3. What do people use the Bottle Copy Zap Plate for?
The frequency devices we sell and others like it are widely used for a variety of
reasons. Our customers follow many different paths that require the use of
magnets and frequency devices such as the SyncroZap. Some follow the
teachings of Dr. Tiller, for example. Others use the SyncroZap Frequency unit in
their own unique ways. More information under question 15.
4. What’s a Tooth Zappicator? Why don’t you sell it?
We don’t sell the Tooth Zappicators because we find the current from it too week.
Instead of using such a low magnetic field we recommend you use the Super
Zappicator instead.
While we cannot give you instruction on treating specific ailments, consider the
following as a general use guide for the Super Zappicator: Place the Super
Zappicator on the area of the body you wish to zap. Make sure that the north
pole side faces the body.
5. Does the zapper kill parasites?
Which parasites does the zapper kill?

We do not provide information about the zapper relating to any diseases. Per
FDA regulations we cannot make any medical claims about our zappers.
Parasites can lead to a disease and that is why we cannot answer those
questions. Only when selling FDA approved medical devices and drugs can one
make such claims.
6. How do I know if my zapper is working?
We don’t provide information about the zapper relating to any diseases. The
SyncroZap will beep and blink a red LED light if you lose connection to it.
7. How often should I zap?
How long should I zap for?
What is the minimum and maximum amount of time I should zap?
Start with a single 7-minute session. There is no maximum usage time. It simply
depends on your tolerance. If you are zapping for a long time please make sure
your wristbands are wet. The SyncroZap zapper can be used on a daily basis for
as long as you like.
There is no limit to how much or long you can zap for. Start with a single 7minute session. Four hours later or the day after zap for a longer time. Once you
feel like you have zapped enough then reduce zapping to once per week as an
example.
If you zap for a longer time than 20 minutes and are using the wristbands then
please check if your wristbands are moist. If they are dry then you may get a red
rash and start to itch.
8. How many times per day can I use the SyncroZap zapper?
You may use is as frequently as you wish based on your tolerance.
9. Do I need to zap for the rest of my life?
This would be up to you. Many people zap weekly.
10. Can I zap my child?
We have not received any complaints from our customers regarding
complications from zapping their children. Zapping of minors should only be done
under the supervision of an adult.

11. Can I zap if I’m pregnant?
Can I zap my infant?
No, we don’t recommend it. Remember this is a lifestyle device—not medical
equipment.
12. Can I carry my zapper in an airplane?
Yes, but pack the copper tubes in your checked luggage. You can zap in the
plane using the wristbands.
13. Can I zap if I have a pacemaker?
No, and do not touch it either. Your doctor may have explained to you that having
a pacemaker involves certain risks, and in order to reduce those risks you may
not want to subject your body to electrical frequencies, no matter how low they
are.
14. Can I zap if I have titanium implants?
The zapper should never be used on people with electronic implants such as
pacemakers. While the device can be used by those with non-electronic
implants, do not place the electrodes so that the current flows through the
implant. This is a safety precaution to avoid causing any metal ions to seep from
the implant due to the current.
We have not received any complaints from people we know who have metal
implants and regularly use the zapper. We have talked to people with both
stainless steel and pure titanium implants and none of them reported any
inconvenience. Some have experienced slight tingling at the implant site. Make
sure you keep the unit at 33 kHz, not 1 kHz. Some people are concerned that if
the implant is not titanium that it can cause ions to escape into the body. Ask
your doctor if it is titanium or stainless steel. If you have any implants you will
most likely have some additional metallic ions escaping into your body, so taking
supplements that act as chelating agents would be helpful, regardless if you zap
or not. The implant may act as a magnet to the current and take away current
from other areas; therefore, choose the location of electrodes accordingly.
Here is an anecdotal testimony about this: I have a titanium implant and have
had concerns about electrolysis. Zappers that generate more than one frequency
will usually give me discomfort. I have several zappers bought from several
sources and also several that I've made myself. What I've experienced is that

you may feel buzzing and tingling sensations where you have the titanium. My
implant is in my arm so I usually zap through my feet to alleviate this.
Note: We do not sell the zapper for any medical use. It is meant only for
research and entertainment purposes.
15. How can I pulsate my body with positive energy by using the zapper?
Positive energy simply means more connection with the source. Have you
noticed a better mood when you are fully rested? This is due to an alignment with
the source. What source? Though we all seem to be different human beings, in
essence each one of us is the same infinite and immortal being. So what appears
to be different, in reality it is one. But since our senses, ideas and beliefs are so
limited, we are unable to experience the oneness. Therefore, we must awaken
such energy alignment in us. Different cultures have achieved such alignment
with the use of prayer, meditation and others with the use of gemstones. The
beneficial frequencies of gems and other items may be enhanced with the use of
the plate zapping. You can look up gems and further your research with these
links. Remember you can plate zap anything you want more of in your body.
http://www.astrologicalgem.com/
http://www.valleyjewelers.com/tng070.htm
16. Is zapping animals OK?
Yes! Start with a short period, like 3 minutes, and then work up to longer periods.
Give them water afterwards.
17. What is railroad zapping?
What is electric fence zapping?
Zapping has a long history. Farmers have thrown themselves onto electric fences
for decades. People have also laid down on electrically charged railroad tracks.
For as long as there has been electricity people have experimented with it. We,
however, don’t recommend that you railroad zap or throw yourself onto an
electric fence. The current from those is much stronger than from the zapper.
The zapper is a much safer alternative.
18. What can I expect to experience when using the SyncroZap zapper?
A few people get drowsy. Therefore, do not use the device while driving a motor
vehicle. Others experience thirst for water. Drink lots of water!

19. I get skin irritation on my wrists. What can I do?
Use the gel electrodes or handheld metal electrodes to avoid any skin irritation.
You can also use the wrist straps on your ankles as a second location to
minimize any skin irritation.
20. Where on my body can I use the SyncroZap zapper? Does it matter where
the gel electrodes are placed?
You can use the zapper just about anywhere on your body. However, we
recommend against using it on your face (for cosmetic reasons and because in
some rare cases it might provoke a seizure if someone is prone to seizures
already).
We do not recommend using the electrodes or wristbands on any wounds or
open skin, nor on the genitals, rectum or the front of your neck.
21. Is one style of electrode better than another?
The electrode style does not matter for effectiveness. The metal tubes provide
the best conductivity. The wristbands offer the most convenience. The adhesive
electrodes can be placed with the greatest precision.
22. My wrists became sensitive. Can I switch the location of the electrodes?
You can switch the electrode location anytime. If you experience any skin
irritation more than minor red skin that fades within a day, try using gel electrodes
or the handheld copper pipes. The skin on your palms is of a different nature and
we have never seen it show any reaction to the small current used during
zapping. Older people, dehydrated people and sick people generally have more
trouble with skin irritations.
23. Can I place the gel electrodes onto my back or neck for example?
Yes, you may stick the gel electrodes directly on your back to allow the zapping
current to flow through the affected area, which is very effective.
Note: We do not advise placing the electrodes on your face or the front of
your neck.
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